Capwell Grange Care Home
Addington Way, Oakley Road, Luton, Bedfordshire LU4 9GR. View on a map
Owner: HC-One.
Contact: Matthew Ross, Manager.
Website: http://www.hc-one.co.uk.
Tel: 0333 321 4653.
Fax: 01582 564225.
Email: careenquiries@hc-one.co.uk.

Type(s): Care home with nursing.

Conditions cared for: Older people generally / People with physical difficulties / People with a mental disability / People with dementia.

Care period: Longer stay / Short stay and respite / Trial visits.

Accommodation: This home accommodates 146 residents in 146 single rooms (146 en suite). It was purpose built and has a garden. Facilities are available for family or friends to stay overnight.

Accessibility: The home is in an urban location. bus stop 0.5 mile(s); shop 0.5 mile(s); GP 250 yards;

Lifestyle: Residents may bring their own furniture and choose their room decoration. There is a lot of flexibility about meals. Residents can usually bring their pet. Activities are arranged daily. There are opportunities to pursue hobbies and to help with gardening.

Cost: Not available. Local Authority rates accepted. NHS Continuing Care Funding rate accepted.

Manager’s description: Situated in a pleasant residential area of Luton, Capwell Grange is a friendly care home that offers nursing and nursing dementia care, as well as care for young people with physical disabilities.

With sitting rooms, space for Residents to pursue their hobbies and interests and a lovely dining room, Capwell Grange has a host of places in which to relax, dine, exercise, socialise and be creative. The pretty landscaped garden and patio is the perfect spot to spend time with friends and family, and is happily looked after by some of our Residents. The bright, comfortable bedrooms and living areas are all easily accessible by wheelchair.

Additional resources
Care service inspection report:  https://www.cqc.org.uk/location/1-3139954654
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